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Abstract: According to Freedman’s Equations, The Geometry of the Universe may be Euclidean, Lobachevskian or Riemannian.
The recent probes of Boomerang experiments, WMAP and Planckrevealed that our universe is nearly flat. But till this day, there is
no mathematical formulation for the geometry of our Universe. In this article, by applying the laws of Classical Algebra, the author
attempts to show that the shape of our Universe is purely flat.
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1 Introduction and results

Case 1
Given: Cosmic Triangle ABC.
Construction: MakeAD = AE; AF = AG andAH = AJ. Join D and E; F and G and H and J

Fig. 1: Cosmic Triangles.

Let u, x, y and z denote the sum of the interior angles of cosmictriangles ADE, AFG, AHJ and ABC respectively. In
another words,

ADE = u−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [I]

AFG = x−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [II ]

AHJ = y−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [III ]

ABC = z−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [IV ]
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Let us assume that

x+ y = 2v+ s (1)

y+ z = 2v+ t (2)

m+ z = 2v+ u (3)

where 2v,s, t andm are real and positive integers.
(2) - (3) gives,

y+ u = m+ t (4)

Squaring (1),
x2+ y2+2xy = 4v2+ s2+4vs (5)

Squaring (4),
m2+ t2+2mt = y2+ u2+2yu (6)

Adding (5) and ( 6 ),

x(x+ y)+ xy+(m+2v)(m−2v)+(t+ s)(t − s)+2mt− u(y+ u)− yu−4vs= 0

i.e, x(x+ y)+ y(x− u)+2mt− u(y+ u)−4vs+(t+ s)(t − s) = 0

Applying (3) in the first factor, and (6) in the third factor wehave,

x(2v+ s)+ y(x− u)+2mt−mu− ut−4vs+(t+ s)(t − s) = 0

i.e, 2v(x− s)+ s(x−2v)+ y(x−u)+m(t− u)+ t(m− u)+ (t+ s)(t − s) = 0

From (3) we have,x− s = 2v− y andx−2v = s− y. Assuming these values in the above relation

2v(2v− y)+ s(s− y)+ y(x−u)+m(t− u)+ t(m− u)+ (t+ s)(t − s) = 0

i.e, y(x− u− s−2v)+4v2+ s2+m(t − u)+ t(m− u)+ (t+ s)(t − s) = 0

Assuming ( 3 ) in the first factor,

−y(y+ u)+4v2+ s2+m(t − u)+ t(m− u)+ (t+ s)(t − s) = 0

Rearranging,−y(y+ u)+4v2+m(t − u)+ t(m− u+ t− s)+ s(s+ t− s)) = 0.
Putting (4) in the first and third factors,−y(m+ t)+4v2+m(t − u)+ t(y− u+ u− s)+ s(s+ t − s) = 0 i.e−ym+4v2+

m(t − u) = 0, i.e m(t − u− y)+4v2 = 0. Applying (4) in the first factor,m(t −m− t)+4v2 = 0, i.e+4v2 = m2,

m = 2v (7)

Assuming (7) in (3) we obtain that
z = u (8)

Comparing [I], [IV] and (8) we get that the sum of the interiorangles of triangles ADE and ABC are equal. i. e Triangles
ADE and ABC are similar (10) This shows that The Geometry of Our Universe is flat . [ 1-8 ]

Case 2
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Given: Cosmic Triangle ABC.
Construction: MakeAD = AE; AF = AG andAH = AJ. Join D and E; F and G and H and J. et assume that e, w, s and g
denote the sum of the interior angles of cosmic triangles ADE, AFG, AHJ and ABC respectively i.e. to put in other
words,

ADE = e−−−−−−−−−−−−[I]

AFG = w−−−−−−−−−−−−[II ]

AHJ = s−−−−−−−−−−−−[III ]

ABC = g−−−−−−−−−−−−[IV ]

Results
Let

e+w = k+ n (9)

e+ g = k+ o (10)

and
s+ g = k+ r (11)

wherek,n,oandrarepositiveandreal.
(9)-(11) gives

e+w+ r = n+ s+ g (12)

Squaring (12),

e2+w2+ r2+2ew+2er+2wr = n2+ s2+ g2+2ns+2ng+2sg (13)

(e− g)(e+ g)+ (w− n)(w+ n)+(r− s)(r+ s)+2ew+2er+2wr= 2ns+2ng+2sg (14)

From (9) we get
w− n = k− e (15)

From (11) we have
r− s = g− k (16)

Applying (10), (15) and (16) in the first, second and third factors respectively in (13),

(e− g)(k+ o)+ (k− e)(w+ n)+(g− k)(r+ s)+2ew+2er+2wr= 2ns+2ng+2sg

k[e− g+w+ n− r− s]+o(e−g)− e(w+n)+g(r+ s)+2ew+2r(e+w)= 2n(s+ g)+2sg.

Replacings+ gbyk+ r ande+wbyk+ n [See eqns. (9) and (11)].

k[k+ n− k− r+ n− r]+o(e−g)− e(w+n)+g(r+ s)+2ew+2r(k+n)= 2n(k+ r)+2sg.

Simplifying 2k(n− r)+ o(e− g)+ e(w−n)+gr+2rk= 2nk+ sg

i.e.
o(e− g)+ e(w− n)+ g(r− s)= 0 (17)
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From (9)
w− n = k− e. (18)

From (11)
r− s = g− k. (19)

Assuming (18) and (19) in (17),o(e− g)+ e(k− e)+ g(g− k)= 0,i.e.

e(k+ o)− e2+ g2
− g(k+ o) = 0. (20)

Eqn. (20) is quadratic in g

g =
k+ o± [(k+ o)2+4e2

−4e(k+ o)]1/2

2
.

Puttinge+ g for k+ o [See eqn. (10)].

g =
e+ g± [(e+ g)2+4e(e− e− g)]1/2

2

i.e.

g =
e+ g± (e− g)

2

We are totally and purely free from the fetters of the laws of quadratic eqns. To assume positive value in (20),So,

g =
e+ g+(e− g)

2

and
g = e (21)

From (21) we obtain that the sum of the interior angles of cosmic triangles ABC and ADE are equal.
The summit angle ABC in triangle ABC and ACB of triangle ABC and the base angles ADE and AED of triangle ADE
are equal. So, we get that the cosmic triangles ABC and ADE similar. Similar triangles are not possible in hyperbolic and
spherical spaces. So, our finding shows that the sum of the interior angles of the given cosmic triangle ABC is equal to
1800 This clearly indicates that the geometry of our universe is Euclidean. [ 1 - 8].

Case 3
Given: Cosmic Triangle ABC.
Construction: MakeAD = AE; AF = AG andAH = AJ. Join D and E; F and G and H and J Let u, x, y and z denote the
sum of the interior angles of Cosmic triangles ADE, AFG, AHJ and ABC respectively. In another words,

ADE = u−−−−−−−−−−− [I]

AFG = x−−−−−−−−−−− [II ]

AHJ = y−−−−−−−−−−− [III ]

ABC = z−−−−−−−−−−− [IV ]
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x+ y = v+ a (22)

y+ z = v+ b (23)

z+m = 2v+ c (24)

m+ x = 2v+ d (25)

wherev,2v,a,b,c,d andm are real positive and positive. (22) - (25) gives,

m+ a = y+ v+ d (26)

(23) - (24) gives ,
m+ b = y+ v+ c (27)

Squaring (26),
m2+ a2+2ma = y2+ v2+ d2+2yv+2yd+2vd (28)

Squaring (27),
m2+ b2+2mb = y2+ v2+ c2+2yv+2yc+2vc (29)

(22) + (24) = (23) + (25) implies
a+ c = b+ d (30)

Squaring (25),
a2+ c2+2ca = b2+ d2+2bd (31)

(28) - (29) gives,

a2
− b2+2ma−2mb= d2

− c2+2v(d− c)+2y(d− c)

a2
− b2+2ma−2mb= d2

− c2+2(d− c)[y+ v]

Putting (27) in RHS,a2
−b2+2ma−2mb= d2

−c2+2(d−c)[m+b−c], i.e.a2
−d2+m[2a−2b−2d+2c]−b[b+2c−

2d]+ c[2d+ c−2c]. Applying (30) in the second factor of LHS,(a+ d)(a− d)− b[b+2c−2d]+ c[2d− c]. From (30),
a− d = b− c and b− a = c− d, Putting these in the above equation,b[2a−3b+ a+ d]+ c[2d− c− a− d]. Applying
(30) in the second factor,b[2a−3b+ a+ d]− bc= 0., i.e. b[3a−3b+ d− c] = 0. From (30) we get thatd − c = a− b.
Applying thisb[4a−4b] = 0, i.e.

a = b (32)

Analyzing (22), (23) and (32) we have
z = x (33)

From (33) we obtain that the sum of the interior anglers of cosmic triangles ABC and ADE are equal. By construction
these two cosmic triangles are isosceles. So, this gives us that these two cosmic triangles are similar. Similar triangles are
not possible in spherical/elliptic and hyperbolic spaces.A brief analysis establishes that the geometry of our universe is
flat. This is a mathematical proof for previous experimentaland measurement results. [ 1-8]

Case 4
The density parameterΩ , the curvature parameter k and the Hubble parameter H are related as [7].

(1−Ω) =−kc2/H2R2 (34)
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If omega less than 1, k is - 1, If omega is equal to 1, k is zero, Ifomega greater than 1, k is +1 If k is -1, the geometry of the
universe is open, if it is greater than one, the shape of the universe is closed and the universe obeys Euclidean geometry if
k is equal to zero. Squaring (34),

1+Ω2
−2Ω − k2c4/H4R4 = 0. (35)

Eqn. (35) is quadratic inΩ .Ω the sum of the roots is given by,

α +β =−b/a. (36)

The product of the roots is given by,
αβ = c/a = 1− k2c4/H4R4. (37)

Squaring (36),
α2+β 2+2αβ = 4. (38)

Putting (37) in (38),α2+β 2+2−2k2c4/H4R4 = 4
i.e

α2+β 2
−2k2c4/H4R4 = 2. (39)

Analysis of Case (4)
We have already seen that ifΩ is less than 1, k is less than- 1, ifΩ is equal to 1, k is zero, and ifΩ is greater than 1, k is
+1. Since equation (39) is a cosmological one, the roots mustbe distinct and positive. AssumingΩ is equal to one, the
curvature parameter is zero, the rootsα andβ are distinct and the value is +1. This satisfies equation (36). And when we
assume k = 0, in the same equation, we get that the equations satisfies (40). Also, by assuming the roots are distinct in
(36), andΩ is equal to 1, we get that the equation again satisfies (41). ByassumingΩ is greater than 1, and the roots are
distinct, we get a contradiction in eqn.(36) and (42). By assuming that the roots are distinct andΩ . Is less than 1. Again
we obtain a contradiction (43).

Conclusion of Case 4
A brief analysis of equation (42) reveals that our universe cannot be open (44). And a brief analysis of equation (43)
reveals that our universe cannot be closed (45). So, the merecomparison of eqns. (35) and (40), (36), (40), (43) and (44)
(45) establish once and for all that our universe is FLAT [1-8].

Discussion
In the above four cases, we have seen that the geometry of our universe is flat.[ 1 - 8 ] This is the first mathematical
formulation for the geometry of our universe. Further probes may unlock many facts.
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